CITIES IN ASIA  
SPRING 2020  
Thursdays 9:30 AM to 11:20 AM  
Labor Center 301

Matthew D. Marr, Ph.D.  
Associate Professor  
Florida International University  
Department of Global and Sociocultural Studies, Asian Studies Program  
SIPA 323  
mmarr@fiu.edu; TEL (305) 348-4004 (email is better)

Office Hours: Thursday, 11:30 AM to 1:30 PM, and by appointment (I am generally in my office during office hours, but it is best to make an appointment)

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES:

This course explores social life in cities across Asia, focusing on major subtopics and debates in urban studies. We cover cities in a broad range of national contexts with special attention given to cities in Northeast Asia, especially Japan, China, and Korea, as well as Southeast Asia such as the Philippines and Malaysia. Urban studies is a multidisciplinary field (including urban sociology, urban anthropology, urban geography, and other subfields) that looks at the growth dynamics of cities and how structural components of cities affect social life within them. To emphasize the importance of holistic understandings of local urban contexts, most of our readings as well as student projects will focus on a particular city (or set of cities) in Asia.

While each city will present specific social phenomena given its urban context, some of the broad questions this course will address are: How have modern cities in Asia developed? Is there such a thing as Asian urbanism? How do urban processes and structures in Asian cities affect social ties, stratification, and subjective experience? What pressures are cities in Asia experiencing as a result of heightened economic, demographic, and (neoliberal) ideological globalization? What are some of the mechanisms and effects of social exclusion and inclusion in contemporary Asian cities? To what extent and in what forms are cities in Asia seeing gentrification? As Asia expands its influence on the global stage, how do cities in Asia serve as locations of cultural production?

LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Gain in-depth knowledge of social issues and dynamics in contemporary cities in Asia.
- Be able to critique “essentializing” descriptions of Asian cultures, societies, and cities.
- Understand how processes of globalization are affecting cities in Asia.
- Understand the position and role in global society of cities in Asia.
- Be able to reflect on how responses to social problems related to globalization in cities in Asia can shed light on experiences of other countries.
REQUIRED TEXT

None! Reading materials will be available via the FIU Library website or on Canvas. This means that students need to be able to find journal articles and other materials via the FIU Library website. I will go over how to do this in class.

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADING:

Participation

Attendance at each class meeting from start to finish is required. I will be taking attendance either at the beginning of lecture and/or at the end of class. Attendance does not simply mean showing up, but showing up prepared. Thus, you are to do all assigned readings (lecture and discussion) prior to class. You should also be prepared to participate in discussions in class and/or to ask and answer questions about the material.

Students participating in University-sanctioned events (athletes, debaters, musicians, etc.) must inform me in advance of any event that will conflict with class time and make up work they miss. Documentation must also be submitted before the event.

Discussion Leading

You will be required to lead (possibly with a partner, depending upon enrollment) one or two of the approximately 30 minute class discussions based on one of the “discussion readings” (indicated by DR below). At the beginning of the course, you will sign up for the session for which you will be responsible by emailing me your preference. Sessions will be assigned on a first-emaile, first-served basis. You must email me your preference by 8 AM Monday, January 13th. I will post the schedule on Canvas and you will be responsible for remembering when you are assigned.

When leading discussion, you will need to come up with questions about the readings that will stimulate ideas, discussion, and debate among your peers about issues covered in the readings as well as related lectures. Your discussion can connect the social issue in the city in Asia that is the focus of the reading with processes of globalization. You can be creative with this (using brief video clips, quizzes, games, etc.) but remember, this is a discussion, not a presentation. You should discuss the theory and methods being employed in the specific research, rather than just the broad topic in general. One way to stimulate discussion is to consider how the urban phenomenon is similar or different in another city in Asia, United States, or other part of the globe. Some summary and clarification of the material is good, but the real objective is to stimulate discussion, something not as easy as it may seem. You can consult me about how to do this in class, during office hours, or via email and, of course, I will be there to help keep things going. As the difficulty in stimulating discussion will vary according to the readings and the moods of classmates on any particular date, you will be evaluated more for effort than the actual discussion.
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Reading Quizzes

Throughout the semester, there will be at least five unannounced quizzes on any reading, but also covering previous lecture materials. The purpose of these quizzes is to ensure that you are keeping up with and understanding the readings and lectures. The quizzes will not require you to memorize minute details from the readings, but will be focused on what the readings discuss about how processes of economic, demographic, and cultural globalization interact with social institutions in cities in Asia. These will include about five simple, multiple choice or true/false questions. You will not have an opportunity to make up these quizzes. You will be able to drop your lowest grade on these quizzes.

I also reserve the right to have pop quizzes on any reading (or all of them), so stay on top of the reading schedule!

Term Paper and Assignments:

The term paper will be a social science literature review paper developed around a topic of your interest. Your paper will be focused on a city in Asia or a set of cities in Asia, but will address an urban issue of global import (for example gentrification, immigration, residential segregation, inequality, social exclusion, cultural production, identity, etc.). You should select a topic and design your project in light of your responsibilities for degree and professional ambitions. I recommend that you meet with me during office hours to talk about your project. You will use scholarly sources to develop a theoretically organized review of major research on a specific urban sociological research question. (Then, GRADUATE STUDENTS will describe a potential original research project that contributes to the research literature on this topic.) Your paper is to be around 3,000 to 5,000 words (graduate students at the higher end), not including references. You should use at least 5 (graduate students 10) scholarly references. There will be the following assignments that will guide you through completion of the paper. Some assignments will be done in class, and some will involve submitting material via Canvas. Late assignments will not be accepted.

  Film response (week 1)
  library exercise (week 2)
  sociological topic and question (week 5)
  references peer review (week 6)
  references (week 7)
  theoretical perspectives presentation (week 9)
  evidence/support (week 11)
  1st draft peer review (week 13)
2nd draft (week 14)

I will provide a more complete explanation of the paper and these assignments early in the course.

Presentations

All students will be giving two presentations on their term paper. You can use presentation software (Powerpoint, Keynote, etc.) and other visual aids. I will go over some ways to make effective presentations in class.

1) Theoretical perspectives presentation. This is a brief (10 minute), “in progress” presentation of your developing research paper. You will justify your research question and overview how you plan to organize the literature you have found into different theoretical perspectives.

2) Final paper presentation. This is a longer (15 to 20 minute) presentation of your entire paper. I will provide more details in class but you will cover your research question, theoretical perspectives and evidence, argument, and conclusions.

Graduate Reading Presentations

Graduate students will be required to do additional presentations (likely 3, depending on enrollment) on a city and topic covered during a particular week. These will generally be done on Thursdays. This presentation will be based on the graduate reading(s) for a particular week. You must cover the graduate reading (those marked GR) for that particular week, but you should also incorporate other related materials. It would be ideal to choose a topic for the presentation that is closely related to or the same as that of your term paper. The distinction from the term paper presentation is that the reading presentation will be inspired by a specific academic work, whereas your paper presentations will integrate, analyze, and critique a body of academic work to address a research question. Also, you will need to stimulate discussion on the topic, so be prepared to ask questions to other graduates who have done the reading, as well as undergraduates who have not. The reading presentation should be about 30 minutes long and you can use any media you like. You should be prepared to field questions on the materials. You must email me your reading/week preference by 8 AM Monday, January 13th. Readings will be assigned on a first-emailed, first-served basis.

Grading

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Term Paper</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading Quizzes</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper Presentations</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion Leading (includes Reading Presentations for grads)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term Paper Assignments</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL 100 points
SEMINAR READINGS:
Readings are available on-line through the library website either through electronic reserves (for book chapters), electronic versions of journals (for articles), or as e-books. In rare cases, I will provide .pdf files of readings via Blackboard.

Readings marked (LR) are those on which I will base my in-class lectures. I will not repeat what is covered in these readings, but highlight certain points and spend most of the time elaborating on central ideas with other materials. Readings marked (DR) are those that we will base our classroom discussion around (those that students will lead). (GR) refers to readings that the graduate students are assigned, which will generally be covered on Thursdays. Those marked (RR) are not assigned but I recommend as good sources for your course project if you are writing on that particular topic and/or city.

Week 1. Introduction to the Course
Read syllabus before class
Film Response assignment due on Canvas by 8 AM Jan 13th

Week 2. Urban Studies


Week 3. Asian Urbanism?


Distribute Term Paper assignment
Library Assignment due on Canvas by 8 AM on Jan. 20
Week 4. Tokyo


Week 5. Tokyo


Sociological Topic and Question due on Canvas by 8:00 AM on February 3

Week 6. Osaka


(GR) Shin Nakagawa (2010). “Socially inclusive cultural policy and arts-based urban community

**Week 7. Seoul**


*references peer review in class*

**SPRING BREAK (FEB 24-28)**

**Week 8. Beijing (and other Chinese cities)**


*references*
**Week 9. Shanghai**


Film: “Shanghai Space”

**Week 10. Research Proposal Presentations**

**Week 11. Singapore and Hong Kong**


*evidence/support*

**Week 12. Bangkok and Ho Chi Minh City**
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(RR) Endo, Tamaki (2014). Living with Risk: Precarity and Bangkok’s Urban Poor. Singapore: National University of Singapore Press. (Chapters 1, 2, pp. 1-28; Chapter 4, pp. 105-132)

(RR) Jackson, Peter A (Ed.) (2011). Queer Bangkok: Twenty-first Century Markets, Media, and Rights. Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press. (Chapter 1, pp. 17-42; Chapter 2, pp. 43-58)

*draft peer review*

**Week 13. Manila and Kuala Lumpur**


*1st draft due*

**Week 14. Independent work on paper drafts**

**Week 15. Finals week—student presentations**
*final papers due on Canvas by 11:55 PM on Friday of finals week*